The conference was organized by five UI colleagues who wanted to explore three areas of inquiry related to modern France: 1) the 1940-44 occupation period, 2) the transition from colonial to postcolonial identities and continued relations between "hexagonal" France and the "Francophone" world, and 3) issues of method and modes of inquiry in historical and literary studies. Speakers were invited to address the interplay of various practices across different media and cultural groups, an interplay out of which France's recent past has resurfaced in modes of recovery ranging from commemoration to scandal.
The essays chosen for this special issue also contribute to the rethinking of French Studies-as opposed to the discrete categories of literature, French civilization, and French history-that we sought to foster through collaboration across conventional academic disciplines. While scrutinizing the modes of inquiry through which scholars examine historical memory, this volume explores questions of power, discourse, identity, and memory that are common to the two topical sections on the Occupation and on colonial/ postcolonial issues. I was not recognized to be Aubrac,' or `Yes, I was' " (Liberation, "Les Aubrac et les historiens," July 9, 1997, xviii). Aubrac repeatedly insisted that he could not explain the discrepancy and that the inconsistency had no explanation: "There is no rational explanation for that; it's a memory lapse" (xvii).
None of the historians was seeking to discredit the Aubracs or their role in the Resistance; yet they were perplexed by the two versions and could not account for the apparent discrepancy between them. Lucie, however, noted a possible explanation, one that the historians failed to grasp because they were looking for rational, political motivations. She remarked that "when he says that his true identity wasn't discovered, he's clearly thinking of his real name:
Samuel" (xviii). Francois Bedarida immediately shifted the discussion back to the political: "Let's consider the context. The objective of the German police was to kill it in the womb" (xviii What Rousso and Stora have argued, each in his own way, and while recognizing the specificity of their chosen objects of inquiry, constitutes both a caution and a challenge. As such, their work remains essential during a period when the more the reference points of occupation and empire recede into the past, the more they assert their timeliness for ongoing debates surrounding national identity in twentieth-century France.
